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Tobacco product regulation has the potential to help reduce tobacco attributable disease by reducing the toxicity of these products and by reducing the prevalence of tobacco use and addiction.

There are important efforts underway to regulate tobacco products, such as the World Health Organization’s Framework Convention on Tobacco Control (FCTC) and the US Congress’ consideration of legislation to give the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) regulatory authority over tobacco. These initiatives aim to reduce the death and disease caused by tobacco by reducing the prevalence of tobacco use and the toxicity of tobacco products. There is an operational assumption, based on scientific studies and tobacco industry documents, that tobacco products could be made less deadly by controlling their design, content, emissions, and manufacturing.

Using regulation to reduce toxicity is increasingly well accepted, although not without controversy, as long as appropriate safeguards are in place to prevent unintended consequences such as undermining prevention and cessation. Less discussed in the literature, but equally plausible, is using regulation to address the addictiveness of tobacco products. Tobacco related diseases caused by toxins in tobacco smoke occur because of long term tobacco use triggered by the powerfully addictive properties of tobacco delivered nicotine. Tobacco industry documents reveal that the industry has gone to great lengths to design and manufacture cigarettes to maximise their addictiveness, facilitate initiation, and undermine cessation. Of course, all known nicotine delivering tobacco products are capable of causing and sustaining tobacco addiction, but the deliberate engineering of the products to enhance addictiveness means the industry is increasing the overall harm to public health. There is little reason to believe that tobacco companies will voluntarily modify their products to reduce their addictiveness. In the present commentary we advance the proposition that regulation of the tobacco product design and ingredients that enhance addiction is as important as the regulation of design and ingredients that directly contribute to disease.

PRIOR PROPOSAL: REDUCING ADDICTION BY GRADUAL ELIMINATION OF NICOTINE

Theoretically, cigarettes could be made less addictive or “non-addictive” by reducing nicotine levels to values so low that pharmacologic addiction could neither be created nor sustained, as proposed by Benowitz and Henningfield. However, conclusions by the FDA and advisory committees to WHO and subsequent discussions by Henningfield, Benowitz, and colleagues, suggest that progress is needed in several areas in order to implement such a proposal—for example, verification of the threshold nicotine dose per cigarette and per day to sustain nicotine addiction; and education, regulation, and surveillance to reduce unintended effects such as increased toxicity caused by compensatory smoking. The relatively poor accessibility and attractiveness of the safest nicotine delivery systems, and tobacco dependence treatment medications such as nicotine gum and patch, are also viewed as limitations to such a strategy because it might then drive smokers to other tobacco products. Where these issues would appear to pose substantial barriers to immediate implementation of a strategy to eliminate nicotine from cigarettes, the present strategy would not deny smokers their nicotine nor would it be expected to precipitate increased smoking as might be predicted from approaches that decreased the nicotine in cigarettes. Moreover, it is consistent with comprehensive tobacco control efforts intended to reduce the appeal of tobacco products, prevent initiation, foster cessation, and to begin to regulate product design manufacture and ingredients to reduce their toxicity.

Abbreviations: FCTC, Framework Convention on Tobacco Control; FDA, Food and Drug Administration; FTC, Federal Trade Commission; ISO, International Organization for Standardization

*In the present article we follow the convention of using the term “addiction” in place of the more technical term “dependence”, which can also include “withdrawal” as defined by the WHO (1992—ICD10) and American Psychiatric Association. We note that the risk of the development and persistence of addiction, which contributes to addiction prevalence, is related to pharmacological factors, technically referred to as abuse liability, as well as factors affecting the acceptability of the formulation, ease of dosing, access, and marketing. Regulation could exert control over all of these contributors to addiction risk and prevalence; however, the present commentary is focused on characteristics of the product that contribute to its addiction risk and addiction prevalence.
SCIENTIFIC FOUNDATION FOR REDUCING TOBACCO ADDICTIVENESS

The scientific foundation for the present proposal flows from understanding the determinants of tobacco product addictiveness (that is, abuse liability) and the prevalence and spread of addiction.

The FDA investigations and plaintiffs' lawsuits against the tobacco industry in the 1990s resulted in the release of millions of previously secret tobacco industry documents. Many of these documents described the sophisticated technologies used to ensure that virtually any cigarette brand or type could create and sustain nicotine addiction by delivering adequate and highly palatable doses of nicotine.

We now know that these deliberate product refinements enabled smokers to continue to obtain high levels of tar and nicotine, despite reductions in machine measured nicotine yields using testing parameters established by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) and Federal Trade Commission (FTC). The tobacco industry uses a vast array of technologies to fine tune the addictive nature of the modern cigarette. For example, ventilated cigarette filters provide cooler and more dilute smoke that enables the smoker to readily inhale larger quantities more deeply into the lungs. Additives, such as levulinic acid, ammonia, urea, chocolate, and various sugars, can mask the noxiousness of the smoke while providing more readily absorbable nicotine to the smoker.

An extraordinary application of particle physics to the study of cigarette smoke particles produced various technologies to ensure that the particles were optimally absorbable deep into the lung. These efforts were presumably intended to enhance or at least maintain the nicotine kick while FTC/ISO nicotine ratings declined. They may have contributed to increased lung cancers by enabling deep lung exposure to the smoke particles. They almost certainly increased all forms of smoking attributable mortality by forestalling declines in the prevalence of tobacco use that might otherwise have occurred.

The adverse public health consequences of their product engineering should have been evident to the tobacco industry. As far back as the 1950s the industry recognized that "increasing the size of smoke particles to get them to a size range which will go into the buccal cavity but not into the lungs" would allow the smoker to taste the smoke but not get a large mass of smoke particles into the lungs. The industry would attempt to support their marketing efforts by undermining prevention and cessation efforts if current tobacco products should be banned or made unpalatable. And although reducing nicotine in cigarettes to "non-addicting" levels is a policy option we have discussed previously, a more politically feasible option is that regulated products would retain the capacity to sustain addiction in existing tobacco users and hence some level of addiction risk. Thus, strong warnings regarding the addictiveness of tobacco products would still be needed. This is parallel to the conclusion that tobacco product toxins should be reduced in order to make the products less deadly; but because tobacco products would undoubtedly remain extraordinarily deadly, they should remain labelled as such, at least until a thorough and regulated evaluation determined conditions under which a claim for reduced toxicity or addictiveness might be made.

One potential danger to public health is that the tobacco industry would attempt to support their marketing efforts by claiming to meet newly promulgated government standards for safety and addictiveness. Some companies may even try to imply that the modified products are less harmful or less addictive. Such claims could adversely impact public health by undermining prevention and cessation efforts if current users kept smoking rather than trying to quit. This is why strong and effective regulation by the FDA in the USA, and by comparable regulatory agencies elsewhere, is so important.

PUBLIC HEALTH AND REGULATORY ISSUES

There are numerous examples of domestic and global efforts to regulate products to control their addictiveness and addiction prevalence. In principle, many of these same strategies could be applied to tobacco, although we are not recommending the regulation of tobacco products as controlled substances under the provisions of the US Controlled Substance Act or the WHO Psychotropic Convention. The product engineering we have discussed has led to increasing calls for regulation to curtail the unmitigated efforts of the industry to design its products to maximise their addictiveness and appeal. Some companies may even try to reduce the addictiveness of tobacco products, in theory the chemical cocktails can also contribute to prevalence of addiction by enabling more people, including young persons, to ingest addicting doses of nicotine by reducing the noxious effects of tobacco and nicotine that might otherwise discourage some from progressing from experimentation to addiction.

These carefully engineered chemical cocktails could contribute to the strength of addiction in individuals as well as the prevalence of addiction in the population. The effects on the individual could be enhanced by a cocktail that produced a stronger overall effect on brain reinforcement systems, as is apparently produced by nicotine and acetaldehyde. This could also be accomplished by combinations that make it easier to ingest large daily quantities of nicotine and thus maintain higher levels of tolerance and dependence. This could contribute to persistence of the addiction and resistance to treatment. In fact, heavily addicted tobacco users often find currently available medications to be inadequate substitutes for tobacco delivered nicotine. In theory the chemical cocktails can also contribute to prevalence of addiction by enabling more people, including young persons, to ingest addicting doses of nicotine by reducing the noxious effects of tobacco and nicotine that might otherwise discourage some from progressing from experimentation to addiction.
CONCLUSIONS

The most ancient and crude nicotine delivering tobacco products carry some risk of engendering and sustaining addiction. However, it is evident that the tobacco industry has designed and manufactured products to maximise the likelihood that initial use would lead to persistent use and addiction—in other words, the industry designed its products to increase the risk that use would lead to addiction. Tobacco product regulation has the potential to contribute to reduced tobacco attributable disease by reducing the toxicity of the products and by reducing the prevalence of tobacco use and addiction. The WHO FCTC, and potential legislation in the USA to enable the FDA to assert jurisdiction over tobacco products, will provide opportunities to explore these potential regulatory approaches. Effective regulation is needed to guide the process, to detect unintended consequences, and to mandate appropriate modifications. Comprehensive surveillance is important to monitor the effects of regulatory efforts to maximise their benefits relative to any adverse consequences. Without such regulation and surveillance, the tobacco industry might use efforts to reduce the toxicity of products as marketing tools, making claims about safety and addictiveness that go beyond the science. We are concerned about such unintended consequences but believe they can be minimised so as to not offset the gains achieved from reductions in tobacco use.

As we draw closer to the day of tobacco product regulation, it is time to consider how such regulation can most effectively rein in the application of tobacco product engineering to reduce the prevalence of tobacco use and tobacco attributable disease. Efforts to reduce product addictiveness should be one of the central components of comprehensive tobacco control efforts, and should be viewed as no less important a strategy than efforts to reduce product toxicity. In the context of comprehensive tobacco control programming such product regulation has potential to contribute to reduced premature death and disease.
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